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Thus, here, suddenly a steaming, steel-grey mirror sur-
rounds the ship without extending to the horizon. Clumsy-
winged silhouettes rise. Caught at it! ... If we were off
the coast of Cornwall they would be cormorants. But we
are not off the coast of Cornwall where in the old days the
Great Trade Route ended. The Chinese, Greeks, Romans,
Italians of Dante's era, Angevins of Chaucer's, the Proven-
gaux of the Good King ... all those civilized peoples took
that to be the ends of the earth. Think of that! Arnaut
Daniel . . . and Dante, who voyaged to hell and who had
all knowledge, cherished that gross error. So did Caesar
and Archimedes. Any New York trolley-driver to-day
knows better than Dante.
§
But here we are returned to the Old World. After riding in
the sleds in Funchal that hangs between Old and New,
suspended in the transparent water. It is in tortured Africa
that those birds have their nests.
§
The illuminating device has clicked again. In a broader
circle there are the silhouettes of queer skiffs.
Boats caught by the dawn have airs of engrossed mystery.
They and their occupants remain motionless shadows—
as if they said: You have caught us. Make the most of it.
They might contain smugglers. Or fishermen; or escaping
lovers like the two who discovered Madeira in 1344. Or they
might be philosophers or merely pilots. In the old times
they would have been the subjects of the Dey of Algiers to
whom, as I have said, I have always suspected that Columbus
supplied Christian slaves, or how else did he get his idea for
the city of Novidad? . . . Algerine pirates waiting to take
you, the Christian captives, before their most dread sovereign.
. . . Wreckers they could hardly be on a sea so glassy. . . .
In any case they always have, those embarkations of the
dawn, queer projections that might be oars, or trawl warps
... or draped and concealed guns.

